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Interested to Know What GenEdit and Editas Medicine Are Jointly
Working on?
2020-01-10
GenEdit, Inc., a leading innovator that is revolutionizing gene therapy and
gene editing using its proprietary nanoparticle delivery technology, has
recently signed an exclusive license and collaboration agreement with
Editas Medicine, Inc., a pioneering gene-editing company specializing in
therapies based on CRISPR technology, to jointly work toward the
development of potential genomic medicines using GenEdit’s proprietary
technology.

GenEdit, Inc., a developer of a novel polymer nanoparticle technology platform for non-viraland non-lipid-based delivery of gene therapies, today announced that it has entered into a
worldwide, exclusive license and collaboration agreement with Editas Medicine, Inc., a
leading genome editing company. GenEdit has developed a comprehensive delivery system
for CRISPR-based therapeutics, including gene knockout and gene repair therapies, to enable
safer delivery options with improved eﬃciency.
"This license and collaboration agreement further validates the strength of our intellectual
property portfolio and the potential of GenEdit’s technology," said Kunwoo Lee, Ph.D., cofounder and chief executive oﬃcer of GenEdit. "We are pleased to establish our relationship
with Editas Medicine as they leverage our technology to develop potential genomic
medicines."
Under the terms of the agreement, GenEdit has granted Editas Medicine an exclusive
worldwide license, with rights to sublicense, to GenEdit’s Cpf1-based technologies. In return
for these rights, GenEdit will receive undisclosed upfront and development milestone
payments, including royalties on net sales of products incorporating the licensed intellectual
property. In addition, GenEdit and Editas Medicine will collaborate on evaluating delivery of
Cpf1-based technologies with GenEdit’s nanoparticle platform. Editas Medicine will provide
research funding and have an option to continue development after the initial collaboration
period.
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GenEdit’s nanoparticle platform consists of a proprietary non-viral, non-lipid library of
polymers that eﬃciently encapsulate and deliver cargo [RNA, DNA, protein and/or ribonucleic
acid-protein complexes (RNP)] to speciﬁc tissues. The company screens the library to identify
initial hits and then uses computational analysis and medicinal chemistry for iterative lead
optimization. The company has used this platform to identify multiple candidate polymers for
eﬃcient and speciﬁc delivery of gene editing to a range of tissues.
"Compared to viral vectors and lipid-based nanoparticles, our approach has the potential for
better targeting, more cargo, and lower manufacturing cost," said Timothy Fong, Ph.D., chief
scientiﬁc oﬃcer of GenEdit. "In particular, our approach has the potential to enable in vivo
gene editing of multiple tissues with CRISPR and expand the potential of gene therapies to
treat more diverse sets of diseases."

Read the original article on Business Wire.
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